Production of fast-dissolving low-density powders for improved lung deposition by spray drying of a nanosuspension.
We combined high-energy wet media milling and spray drying to engineer dry powders for inhalation consisting of geometrically large, low-density particles with superior aerodynamic properties and fast dissolution. Peclet number proved to be a useful instrument to guide choice of the additives and process conditions for generating low-density powders by spray drying. Composite dry powders consisted of milled and stabilized budesonide nanoparticles, leucine or albumin as matrix formers, and ammonium carbonate as a pore former. Powders of different composition showed fairly large and comparable geometric particle sizes (de,50 > 4.4 µm) with effective densities strongly depending on the present matrix former. Powders with lowest density reached an aerosol performance of up to 60%, which is well above most commercial, carrier-based products. It was also demonstrated that the nanomilling step was indispensable to yield such good aerosol performance. Dissolution of aerodynamically classified particle fractions showed a very fast onset and was largely completed within 30 minutes irrespective of the formulation and the impactor stage. Mathematical kinetic modeling was used to deduce the API dissolution rate coefficient from the results obtained using a modified USP 2 apparatus. Dissolution rate was found to be determined by the properties of the API nanoparticles rather than those of the composite particles. The employment of industrially established, solely water-based processes allows introducing the presented approach as a platform technology for the development of well-performing pulmonary formulations.